had original thoughts about Indian religions, specifically Buddhism, the Bhakti movements, and Hinduism. This article will demonstrate that Kappen used Indian religious traditions to both criticize and challenge the Christian Church in India.
A short biography
Kappen underwent several transitions in his life. 2 He was born to a Syrian Catholic family and joined the Society of Jesus in 1944. He went on to train in Calicut, Kodaikanal, Mangalore, and Pune, and was ordained a priest in 1957. Two years later, the Society of Jesus sent him to the Gregorian University in Rome, where under the guidance of Joseph de Finance (1904 Finance ( -2000 he wrote a dissertation titled Praxis and the emancipation of Man from Religious Alienation according to the Economical and Philosophical Manuscripts of Karl Marx (1961) . This was the start of a long fascination with Marxism. Kappen returned to India in 1962 and from the early 1970s began publishing on capitalism and alienation, inter alia From Faith to Revolution (1972 ), Marxian Atheism (1983 , and Liberation Theology and Marxism (1986) . In 1975 he moved to Madras, where he lived among the poor of a slum, isolated from the Jesuit institution. Kappen founded the Centre for Social Reconstruction (1976) and the journals Anawim (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) and Socialist Perspectives (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) .
By then he had also shifted to a new subject, namely Christology. His ground-breaking book Jesus and Freedom (1977) led to a conflict with the Vatican in the early 1980s. 3 Kappen had aired a great deal of criticism toward much of the institutionalization and hierarchy in the Church. He called for a return to the original message of Jesus, juxtaposing the human and historical Jesus with the Christ of faith, which he considered to be a construct of the Church created over the centuries. Initially, his book did not provoke much reaction, but in 1980 the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith censored the book. This is not surprising: the Vatican had embarked on a campaign against progressive theology. It accused Kappen of unorthodox Christology and of assimilation of Marxist ideology. Over the following months, the Jesuit authorities, including the Superior General Pedro Arrupe, mediated between Kappen and the Holy See, but the former held his ground, and in 1982 the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith ended the disciplinary action. 4 From the early 1980s onwards, Kappen also wrote on Indian religions.
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He initially focused on Hinduism, which he criticized for a variety of reasons. First and foremost, he rejected the caste system and the oppression, discrimination, and exploitation that it encompassed. Arguing that social hierarchy should be based on merit, he called on progressive thinkers, including Christian and Hindu theologians, to help the marginalized escape the false convictions that the dominant class had instilled. 6 Kappen also targeted Hindu priests. He not only denounced their monopolization of rituals, but also their political influence and economic wealth, which had grown historically but had not, in contrast to what took place in the Western world, been challenged by revolts.
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In reference to Buddha's criticism of sacrifices and priestly intermediaries, he thought that sages should possess philosophical knowledge rather than a mastery over rituals.
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Though Kappen was critical of Indian religious traditions, he also strived to integrate their progressive and liberating elements. This article will examine which elements attracted him, how he made use of them, and how he facilitated a dialogue between these Indian religious traditions and Christianity. Primarily based on Kappen's writings, the article begins with his views on Buddha, proceeds with his interpretation of Bhakti, and ends with his assimilation of Hinduism.
Buddha
Just as many of his contemporaries, Kappen applauded Buddhism. First and foremost, he emphasized that Buddha considered metaphysical questions irrelevant since they were about the attributes and the nature of the absolute Other and were far from the bare human life on earth. Buddha did not want to conceptualize everything but rather looked for practical solutions, such as found in the Eightfold Path. Buddha also was preoccupied with morality, which he believed stemmed from compassion and love. His approach was inclusive -encompassing universal kinship, and not only family, clan, or caste -9 and anthropocentric -proposing a shift from the religiosity of man-nature encounters to interhuman encounters. 10 Kappen stressed that Buddha did not speak of rituals, sacrifices, priests and gods, and accordingly inaugurated a new era of human ethical civilization. 11 Kappen not only appreciated Buddha as a prophet of universal love and ethical religiosity, but also highlighted the transformative elements within Buddhism. Not surprisingly, he mentioned Buddha's protest against the deprivations of man, which were caused by the craving for material things and pleasures that would ultimately generate sorrow.
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But Kappen found even more relevance in Buddha's discourse on the economic roots of violence.
Buddha lived in an age that witnessed commercial growth and welcomed individualism, competition, profiteering, and cheating in business. Buddha's social teaching clearly explicated the dignity of work and service, and demanded rightful earning of wealth. Furthermore, Buddha instructed employers to take into account the health of their employees by providing them proper food and wage, treating their illnesses, and granting leave. He aimed toward a morality (dharma) that would consider everyone equal and would replace laws without spirit. A state with such morality could surpass religious nationalism and even create a stateless society. 13 Kappen's exploration of the liberating and humanizing elements in Buddhism was not coincidental: he considered them significant in contemporary India. He found Buddha's proposal of a casteless anthropocentric society of universal kinship and love, free of religious and priestly dominance, appealing. He considered Buddha prophetic in his approach to all forms of religious and social oppression, and emphasized that Buddha wanted to bring the people back from the clutches of myths to reason, from the altar to the worksite, from gods to fellow humans. 14 According to Kappen, Buddha was a true revolutionary since he questioned the existing religious and social taboos, denounced metaphysical views, and dealt with the alienated existence of human beings.
Bhakti
Kappen also searched for liberating and humanizing factors in the Bhakti movement. This was a Hindu religious movement that originated in the 7 th century C.E. in south India, and in the following centuries spread to north and east India, remaining significant until the 15 th century. 15 Bhakti is an umbrella for various forms of theistic devotional trends. Some of them are mainly centered around one god or goddess, but others have additional deities. Most important is the individual and single-minded devotion of the bhakta (devotee) who practices bhakti (devotion) to attain liberation. This liberation was first and foremost spiritual: personal devotion would contribute to liberation from the five human senses, which were believed to lead to one's slavery to the material world. 16 Kappen, however, emphasized the social aspects of this liberation. He considered the Bhakti movement to be an emotional and religious cult against the path of knowledge (jnana). This path was only accessible to the upper castes.
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Most of the movement's saints and poets were from lower castes and proudly acknowledged this, simultaneously claiming to have been liberated. 18 They condemned ritual observances and the caste system, and wrote in vernacular languages in protest against Sanskrit, the language of the elites. Moreover, they chose disciples from among the lower castes and Dalits and did not distinguish between devotees on the basis of caste or gender.
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All of this appealed to Kappen. He presented the Bhakti movement as revolutionary and provocative, especially because a bhakta's access to the divine was unconditional. Birth, social status, sex, wealth, caste, color, etc., were not counted in the deitydevotee encounter. If God had any partiality, it was for the poor and the marginalized, not for the rich.
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Yet Kappen was also critical of the movement. Unlike Buddhism, he stated, Bhakti did not struggle to eradicate castes: the major Bhakti scripture -the Bhagavata Purana -did not denounce the caste system. Moreover, Kappen noted, the Bhakti movement did not seem to have directly challenged the existing structural evil. Instead, bhaktas believed that devotion (mostly emotional) would disregard and overtake the caste and class divisions via its uniting factor of love. 21 Kappen also reflected on the appropriation of the Bhakti movement. Most of the bhaktas did not write down their poems or thoughts. Traveling from place to place, they went on singing and teaching. Their poems were for a long time orally transmitted before being written down by others. He felt this interval was cause for doubt on the authenticity of their message. It seemed that many poems and songs were Brahminized in the process. Higher castes appropriated low caste, untouchable, and Muslim Bhakti saints.
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According to Kappen, the domestication of the Bhakti saints and their teachings by the Hindu orthodoxy was one of the major causes of the weakening of the movement. Many Bhakti sects became alienated from their original form and goal. 23 
Influences
Of course, Kappen was not the only one who dealt with these issues. The caste system and the Brahminic priestly hegemony had been criticized for decades by many social and religious reformers. Indian liberation theologians followed suit. The first one was M.M. Thomas (1916 Thomas ( -1996 , a Keralite theologian and social activist who served as the Chairperson of the Central Committee of World Council of Churches (1968 Churches ( -1975 . 24 Yet Dalit liberation theologians dismissed Thomas for the absence of outright condemnation of the caste system in his works. They called him a caste Christian (Thomas belonged to the Syrian Christians, who are said to be upper caste converts) and a theologian with a Brahminical mindset. 25 Kappen, who also had a Syrian background, did not receive such critiques.
Other liberation theologians condemned the caste system just as thoroughly as Kappen. The Tamil Jesuit Michael Amaladoss (1936-) denounced hierarchy and exclusion as two major characteristics of the Indian caste system.
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The Keralite Jesuit Samuel Rayan (1920-) called caste a "powerful, divisive, and oppressive institution." He found it imperative to tackle caste discrimination and criticized churches in India that had accommodated the caste system: for Rayan, the system was a mockery of the gospel. 27 Kappen did not differ greatly in his critique of caste, but distinguished himself with his attention to Bhakti and Buddhism. Other Indian liberation theologians had a more peripheral approach, and primarily used Buddhism in order to strengthen Christianity in India. Samuel Rayan, for instance, appreciated the spiritual heritage of Buddhism and called for the acknowledgement of other Indian religions' significance as well as the promotion of creative dialogues with other faiths and ideologies. 28 However, Rayan did so in order to rethink the mission of the Church in India and to learn how the Church could grow in India by adapting constructive elements in the Indian spiritual heritage. A similar position can be found with M.M. Thomas. He also wanted to strengthen the renewal of the Church in India by acknowledging other religions, but he remained Christocentric and found the Cross of Christ capable of transcending the issue of religious pluralism. Thomas even explicitly stood against Kappen and refuted any form of assimilation of the ideologies of one religion by another. 29 Kappen, conversely, always promoted the concept of syncretism, just as some Hindu scholars envisioned decades back. 32 Kappen's positive view of Hinduism Kappen was critical of Hinduism, though he also found inspiration in it. He emphasized the ontic character of Hinduism, which saw God as "one with the world of names and forms".
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In other words, he considered Hinduism as a cosmic religiosity, in which God is both transcendent and immanent, i.e. God is simultaneously far removed from and close at hand 'in' nature (or even 'is' nature). Like Hindus, Kappen also believed that the absolute Other (God) underwent a process of becoming, in and through nature. 34 A second inspiring aspect of the Hindu tradition for Kappen was the attempt to discover the divine within oneself by means of yogic practices. Hinduism saw the Self (Brahman) within and beneath the human self (atman). Different spiritual activities, such as yoga, helped a person to illumine the Brahman within. By harnessing the self and the Self (atman and Brahman), a person gradually withdrew from the world of senses, actions, and passions. Kappen fully endorsed this humanizing process that "sought to create the fully integrated man." 35 Kappen's third constructive observation about Hinduism was its attitude regarding nature. People could see nature from two perspectives: pragmatic and religious. Kappen emphasized that the traditional Indian mind looked at nature from a religious angle. He stressed that in Hindu culture, "nature is not something to be conquered or manipulated", 36 but that it is the womb of everything, the source of fertility, and therefore, the mother of all creation. For this reason, there was a sense of kinship between nature and man. Kappen referred to the Abhijñānaśākuntalam to elucidate this. This is a renowned Sanskrit play by Kālidāsa, a classical Sanskrit writer who lived around the 5 th century CE. It was an expansion of a story in the Mahābhārata, one of the two great epics of ancient India, and described the heroine Shakuntala's farewell to the plants and animals of the hermitage where she had grown up. The piece taught the art of living and called for communion with nature. It viewed nature as a self-revelation of the divine and expressed the thought that every creature bore the mark of the divine. Kappen subscribed to these ideas wholly and in his 1991 article called the earth the 'Mother Goddess'. 37 Kappen contrasted these elements of Hinduism against Christianity, which, he emphasized, gave priority to the ethical understanding of the transcendence and immanence of God. Transcendentally, Christians considered God to be the absolute Other from all evils; immanently, He was in the world to lead the creation to fullness and freedom. Kappen called for a more Hindu understanding of immanence, criticizing Semitic religions for seeking the divine outside oneself and for considering it the absolute Other.
In a certain sense, Kappen exaggerated the juxtaposition between Hinduism and Christianity. He stressed that the Bible considers the earth as something to dominate and subdue. This is not an isolated view, given some quotes from Genesis, such as "and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth" (1, 26) and "be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it" (1, 28). 38 However, not all Christian theologians share this interpretation (and the contrast with Hinduism), arguing that the dominion over the earth is not to destroy it but to guard and protect it.
Kappen's exaggeration can also be seen in his understanding of the presence of God in nature.
He emphasizes Christianity's understanding as the absolute otherness of the Other, who is only ethically related to nature. Yet Christianity also had, to a certain extent, an ontic interpretation of immanence. Psalm 139, for instance, states that man cannot escape the presence of God in nature. Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the differences between Christianity and Hinduism in this field. Although the Bible spoke of the presence of God among his people, the word of God becoming flesh, and God taking the form of man, 39 the transcendental God was dwelling among his people, but was not part of nature. Kappen highlighted these differences. It is to his credit that he, as one of the very few Christian theologians in India, dared to hold the Hindu understanding of immanence. Others likely avoided the risk of pantheism, which saw nature and everything in it as God and/or ways to God. 40 
Conclusion
Kappen's appreciation of certain Hindu concepts did not mean that he felt entirely positive about Hinduism. On the contrary, he criticized Hinduism for legitimating, sanctioning, and maintaining oppression and discrimination. He primarily attacked the Hindu caste system, the hegemony of the priestly class, and the scriptures. Importantly, his criticism of Hinduism was greater than his appreciation and went beyond the topics discussed in this article. For instance, Kappen also regularly expressed his concern over Hindutva, which he identified with German Nazism. 41 Kappen used other Indian religions as tools in attacking Hindu practices. He highly valued Buddha's ideology of a casteless and anthropocentric society of universal kinship and love, free of religious and priestly dominance. Similarly, he was attracted to the Bhakti movement because of its opposition to the prevalent Brahminical hierarchical system, ritualistic ceremonies, and idol worship.
However, this criticism of Hinduism did not mean that he completely rejected Hindu beliefs. Kappen appreciated certain aspects, such as the ontic and cosmic understanding of transcendence and immanence, the inclusive interpretation of the divine, and the religious approach to nature. Being an anti-institutional and anti-hierarchical progressive theologian, Kappen used Hinduism as a challenge to his own Christian faith.
Kappen was convinced that a proper dialogue between the Indian religious tradition and Christianity would enrich the latter. His understanding of Indian religious tradition can thus further strengthen Hindu-Christian relations. In a pluralist society, religions cannot be in isolation but have to assimilate with each other. Kappen 
